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Co-construction of Identities in Talk-in-interaction and Politeness 
Milan Ferenčík 

 
 

Abstract 
 Identity work is a constant activity in which interlocutors are engaged over the course 

of interaction, and at no point of talk are they exempt from being assigned into some 
membership category. Speakers´ identities emerge by way of their demonstrable  
explicit or implicit orientation to various membership categories whose relevance is 
progressively established. Using examples of interaction in a radio broadcast talk 
show, the paper demonstrates how membership categorization is interwoven with 
sequential and topical organization of talk and discusses its repercussions upon the 
perception of politeness. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Identity work is a type of activity which underlies participants´ performance throughout talk-
in-interaction; actually at each moment in the flow of interaction they are categorizable in 
terms of a particular membership category. Participants´ identities emerge by way of their 
explicit or implicit orientation to different membership categories whose relevance is 
progressively established. These processes of membership categorization are entwined with 
sequential and topical organization of interaction, and, what is more, they are closely tied with 
politeness considerations, viz. with participants´ effort to consider each others´ face wants.  

As members of a specific community of practice, participants to the talk radio engaged 
in identity work avail themselves of interactional, linguistic and identity resources whereby 
they construct ´participation framework´, viz. „identities of all participants, present or not, 
official or unofficial, ratified or unratified, and their footing or roles in the interaction“ 
(Young 2008: 2). Social identity is envisaged here as a participant´s construct, i.e. as a 
(claimed or assumed) membership in a social group which is displayed by participants´ choice 
of membership categories; through these they signal who they are (or who they wish to be 
considered) and/or how they ´see´ others (cf. Nekvapil 2000/2001).  

Methodologically the paper is nested in two different yet complementary research 
orientations, viz. in Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA), a strand of 
ethnomethodological Conversation Analysis (CA) which directly addresses the issue of 
identity, and in the discursive approach to politeness within postmodern Politeness Theory. 
As to the former, the classical conceptual-methodological toolbox of CA (esp. Sacks 1992a, 
1992b) is utilized here, along with some recent elaborations, mainly Fitzgerald and Housley´s 
(2002) concepts of ´layers of identity´ and ´category flow´. CA attempts to capture that 
commonsensical framework of member´s (ethno-) methods wich underlies their practical 
reasoning. The latter orientation (esp. Watts 2003, Locher 2004, Locher and Watts 2005, 
Watts, Ide and Ehlich 2005, Haugh 2007) conceives of politeness as a positively marked type 
of relational work which goes beyond the norms of the acceptable within the given 
community of practice. Politeness is seen as “a form of interactional “payment” in excess of 
what would normally be required. […] it is a kind of social “tip”“ (Watts, Ide and Ehlich 
2005: xxxix). Further, it is claimed here that perceptions of (im)politeness emerge during 
interaction, and so the analyst´s task is to focus on how they are interactionally achieved and 
jointly accomplished (cf. Haugh 2007). In analogy with the process of identity construction, 
evaluations of (im)politeness arise from participants´ own judgements at particular moments 
within situated practice. It is these moments that the present analysis attempts to locate and 
discuss. 
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2. Membership categorisation in a talk radio phone-in programme 
 
The process of membership categorization (MC) is one of the central tasks that participants to 
a radio phone-in1 attempt to solve. Being permanent and locally-managed, MC is entwined 
with other sources of ´orderliness´ within these speech events, viz. their overall, thematic, 
turntaking and sequential levels of organization. Over the course of interaction participants´ 
identities are progressively developed, which is demonstrated in the ways they display their 
orientation to relevant membership categories. These are used depending on the ´perspective´ 
from which a particular person´s identity is foregrounded. Relevancy of different membership 
categories arises at different points of a phone-in. In theory, any of a vast number of 
participants´ potential identities may be utilized for categorization in a phone-in, and, what is 
more, more than one category may be applied to a given person. In the latter case, however, 
newly emerging categories do not replace the ´old´ ones; rather, “layers of categorization are 
built up and developed within the interactional flow” (Fitzgerald and Housley 2002: 580) 
whereby participants´ identities are progressively established. Emerging categories are located 
in particular contexts of their production and change on a turn-by-turn basis over the course of 
interaction (cf. the notion of “category flow” as used by Watson (1997), qtd. in Fitzgerald and 
Housley 2002: 582).  
 Participants to the analyzed phone-in can be seen to display their orientation to 
institutionally/programme-relevant, call-relevant, topic-relevant and topic-opinion 
membership categories which fall within the following collections, or membership 
categorization devices (MCDs): ´institution/programme´, ´call´, ´topic´ and ´opinion´. Above 
them a layer of sequential categories is spun with which these membership categories are 
intertwined (cf. Ferenčík 2009). To these categories and MCDs certain activities (predicates, 
features) are commonsensically tied; for example, to the set of sequential categories 
participants´ specific sequential actions are predicated which are paired to form particular 
adjacency pairs (AP). For example, in a question-answer AP speakers occupy mutually 
related positions of the sequential categories of ´questioner´ and ´answerer´ to which the 
actions of ´asking question´ and ´answering question´ are predicated respectively. Other 
sequential categories (or ´categories-in-action´; Fitzgerald and Housley 2002) whcih are 
similarly co-constructed are ‘summoner’ and ‘summoned’, ´requester´ and ´requested´, 
‘introducer’ and ‘introduced’, and ´informer´ and ´informed´. Sequential categories are 
entwined with other membership categories and are omnipresent throughout the entire call. 
 ´Institutionally/programme-relevant´  categories of the ´host´ and ´caller´ from the 
MCD ´institution/programme´ are related to the organizational aspect of the interaction. They 
are describable in terms of the ´participation framework´ and may be invoked practically at 
any time during interaction (hence ‘omni-relevant’ categories; Fitzgerald and Housley 2002). 
Category-bound activities predicated to the membership category of ´host´ are ´summoning, 
´introducing, addressing and greeting callers´, ´setting the topic´, ´eliciting from callers´ their 
relevant membership categories´, ´facilitating callers on the air´, ´managing callers´ 
participation´, ´terminating calls´, ´answering/asking questions´, ´presenting opinions´, 
´providing information´, etc., while those predicated to the category of ´caller´ are ´answering 
the summons´, ´returning host´s greeting´, ´announcing the topic(s) to the switchboard´, 
´providing relevant topical input´, ´accepting the interpersonal level of interaction´, 
´presenting opinion´, ´asking question(s)´, etc.  

Early in each phone-in caller´s call-relevant category from the MCD of ´call´ is 
explicitely invoked which canonically consists of adducing caller´s location. Attached to this 
category the caller´s first name (FN) is used as a resource for the construction of his/her 
relational identity  (e.g. we go to Ema in Exton. hello Ema?). Finally, while topic-relevant 
categories bridge callers´ experiential background and the topic under discussion 
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(representing thus more stable aspects of callers´ identities, such as occupation, political 
affiliation, etc.), through topic-opinion categories callers position themselves as being either 
´for´ or ´against´ the issue under discussion (Fitzgerald and Housley 2002).  

By focusing on the procedures of the membership categorization the paper´s objective 
is, first, to demonstrate that they are at the same time procedures which participants utilize to 
co-construct their identities, and, second, that they are linked to politeness considerations: 
certain categorizations may be felt as having some impact on participants´ face wants. 
Conversation analysts have pointed out that the choice of category is a sensitive matter and 
may affect the structuring of the talk, or it may itself become a topic (cf. Nekvapil 
2000/2001). What is more, categorization is not something that is done for its own sake, but is 
rather done “to accomplish something other than just categorizing” (Leudar, Marsland and 
Nekvapil 2004: 244). Accordingly, categorization is not to be regarded as socially neutral but 
rather as laden with social values. As Bourdieu puts it, “... practical classifications are always 
subordinated to practical functions and oriented towards the production of social effects” 
(1991: 220, qtd. in Eelen 2001: 37). The following sections discuss examples of participants´ 
orientation toward different types of face wants which they strategically use in the co-
construction of various aspects of their identities. 
  
3. Politeness aspects of the co-construction of membership categories 
 
Category work in talk-in-interaction is situationally determined, viz. categorial relevance is 
established “here and now”. Participants select from existing categories and/or create new 
ones. Membership categories may be described in terms of several overlapping criteria, such 
as their greater or lesser stability, generality, and face-sensitivity. What is more, membership 
in these categories may be established with a greater or lower degree of explicitness. Among 
the more permanent social categories belong general categories from MCDs ´age , ´gender´, 
´race´, ´ethnicity´, ´social class´ etc., which can be used to categorize large segments of 
population; hence, they are stable and face-neutral. Other categories, such as those from 
MCDs ´political parties´, ´religion´ etc. may be less stable and more specific, hence they have 
greater face-threatening potential. Still others may be created ad hoc, on the spur of the 
moment. Membership categories may be seen as co-constructed; viz. they may be accepted, 
negotiated, re-negotiated, contested or rejected. Further, they are ´members´ categories; viz. it 
is participants themselves who decide which categories go together with which category-
bound predicates (activities, features) and at which moment of interaction they become 
relevant. Participants´ identities can thus be seen to emerge, or to be co-constructed, in the 
process of negotiation of membership categories. The following call illustrates the complexity 
of facework involving politeness considerations. 
 
(1) IHS I 1 

001 M great? I´m sitting here in air conditioned studio? do commercials? .h talk to   
002 nice people? it´s a hell of a way to make a living. .h why don´t you audition. .h   
003 to e:h Phyllis. Phyllis. you were auditioning? 
004 C yes. 
005 M good girl. 
006 C I have auditioned already. 
007 M good girl. 
008 C not my first call? 
009 M all right. 
010 C second call. // .hh 
011 M       // welcome. 
012C → e:h Irv? don´t try to chase me. I´m a double law breaker. // not only do I? drive   
013 M             // a  
014 C between sixty and sixty five in the morning. // I also don´t have a little number    
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015 M      // oh (  ) 
016 C on the back of my licence plate. how do you like that. it´s to have it stolen.    
017 three times, .hh you don´t get my fourth one. the fourth one is in the car //  with me.   
018 that´s not the purpose of my call.  
019 M          // ((laughter))  
020   → you law breaker // you 
021 C  (         ) // of my call is, .h I drive .hh on US one to seventy six west. // to  
022 M                    // e 
023 C King? of Prussia every? morning I am rolling .hh at six o´clock in the    
024 morning. I am on the road. .hh and if I? didn´t maintain the speed between   
025 sixty and sixty five, .hh I would get rear ended? side swiped? and everything   
026 else? I´m the slowest car on the road that hour? 
027 M that´s not the point. the point is Phyllis. 
028 C→ I told you I´m a law breaker. 
029 M right. but I bet you the people that are passing you, all believe? in law? and order. 
030 C→ ab // solutely as I do. 
031 M      // I bet you  
032 C→   // I also believe in self-preservation and I would get killed. 
033 M   // I bet 
034 M and I bet you they trumpet .h they trumpet the cause of conservatism .h and   
035 they believe in law and order .h and they want more prisons built .h and they   
036 want them welfare mothers in jail .h and yet they are doing? more? than    
037 fifty?-five? miles? an hour. 
038 C + well? I drive a little car. and I panic at the thought of one of this great big   
039 vans .h coming at seventy-five .h coming into me. 
040 M what would happen, // if 
041 C        // if I slowed down? 
042 M no. what would happen do you think if the police insisted. .h tomorrow    
043 morning when you go on the turnpike or wherever you drive? that you will do   
044 no more than fifty-five miles per hour.  
045 C I´d be very happy. + I would be happy. 
046 M thanks for calling. 
047 C ok, 
048 M→you law breaker you  
049 C ((laugh)) 
050 M take care. 
 

 Early in the call the caller (C) proffers her personal identity of an offender by 
explicitly self-categorizing as a ´double law-breaker´ (line 12) justifying it by giving two 
activities she deems bound to that category (lines 12-17). The given membership category 
also announces the topic of C´s contribution, hence it represents an item from MCD which 
includes ´topic-relevant´ categories. C´s act of self-criticism represents a potential face-threat 
to her interpersonal (positive) face. Rather than denying the claim (and minimizing the 
expression of impolite beliefs which would potentially have polite implications; cf. Leech 
1983), the host/moderator (M) utilizes this category title law breaker to index C´s relational 
identity (line 20) shifting it toward greater closeness; M´s procedure in which he does not 
attempt to save C´s positive face can be seen as open to the evaluation as being impolite (M´s 
laughter, however, offsets this potential impact by suggesting that he constructs C´s identity 
of a culprit in a jocular way rather than seriously). 
 In the ensuing talk, announced as the substantive part of her contribution (lines 21-26), 
C projects her identity of a driver who, in order to avoid getting involved in a car accident, 
regularly drives faster than the legal speed limit. Her formulations implicate that she is 
compelled to act so by the speeding traffic rather than doing it on her own decision; hence, 
she is categorizable as a member of the ´against´ membership category within the MCD 
´opinion´. On the surface, however, M denies the relevance of C´s point (line 27) only to 
identify a more substantial kind of controversy which lies at some deeper level of the 
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described situation (lines 29-36). M invites C to confirm the general assumptions that other 
drivers may hold about themselves and which are seen to be predicates bound to the 
membership category of ´law-abiding citizens´. C accepts this identity work and explicitely 
self-identifies as a member of that same category (line 30) while claiming at the same time the 
membership of the category of ´those who believe in self-preservation´ (line 32); the use of 
the two categories implicates their being in mutual conflict. To resolve this clash of identities, 
M elicits from C the statement of her readiness to comply with the law in a situation 
constructed as hypothetical (lines 40-45); immediatly after her implicated self-ascription to 
the category of ´law-abiding citizen´ the call is terminated. Overall, M´s identity work is 
focused on enhancing C´s face and altercasting her in a supportive manner; rather than using 
explicit categorization to that end, M employs a more subtle way of eliciting from C those 
attributes, stances and predispositions to act that enable the audience to allocate C to the given 
category.  
 
3.1 Politeness aspects of the co-construction of institutionally/programme-relevant categories  
 
As these categories are imposed by the institutional framework of the speech event, their face-
sensitivity is neutralized - they represent a ´default´ relational pair of M and C characterizable 
by a set of complementary rights and obligations. However, as we have seen in example (1) in 
which M evokes C´s institutional category by ostentatiously listing actions bound to that 
category (and which may have had potentially face-destructive effect), they are not immune to 
face considerations altogether. In a different type of elicitation of institutional categories C 
may wish to draw attention to his/her history of contact with the show; by using the 
membership category of “first-time caller” from the MCD ´caller´ (example 2) C may 
expressly state that s/he has no such history, or that s/he has a history of “listenership” but not 
“callership” (example 3). In the latter example, we witness how C utilizes self-categorization 
as a “long-time listener” to establish solidarity which he further reinforces with a compliment. 
That this has been interpreted as a positive politeness tactic is documented not only by M´s 
acceptance but also by C´s shift in personal categorization towards the greater intimacy pole 
(note the vocative shift from “man” to “friend”). 
 
 
(2)  IHS II 3  

001 M .hh to e:h Joe in Jenkintown. Joe you´re on WWDB with Irv Homer. 
002 C→ .hhh hi Irv. // hh. first time caller? 
003 M       // hi Joe?  
004 M welcome Joe. 
005 C .hh thank you. e:h you know. I´m calling e:h hh. about your question e:h does    
006 the American worker have it too good. 
 

(3)  IHS I 9 
001 M welcome? to the Irv Homer show.  
002 C→ Irv. I just want to say first time caller, 
003 M welcome. 
004 C→ long time listener. I love your show. 
005 M→thank you man. 
006 C love your show. 
007 M→thank you friend. 
008 C→ in recourse to the prostitution thing. 
009 M yes. 
010 C→ ok. .hh now I´m not trying to speak as a chauvinist? 
011 M no. 
012 C but I know a lot of times. will guys? go out? on a date? the regular date with a   
013 nice girl + ok? not to say that prostitutes aren´t nice girls. + but I know a lot of   
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014 times a guy will go on a date and take them to dinner? they take them to a    
015 movie? sometimes if he spends enough. money? he thinks he might get lucky.   
016 M mhm 
017 C then you figure you spent fifty to a hundred dollars on a date.+ and nothing  
018    → comes of it. + why not take that money and just go to one of these massage    
019 parlors? in this way you cut right to the chase. 

 
 Example (3) also demonstrates a transition to further layers of categorization through 
the use of topic-relevant and topic-opinion categories. While the former is used explicitly as 
´the prostitution thing´ (line 8), the latter is inferrable from C´s elaboration (lines 10-19) as 
being ´for´ legalization of the establishments of prostitution. Two further spots in this extract 
deserve attention. First, C explicitly disassociates himself from his membership of a personal 
category of ´chauvinist´ (line 10) which he assumes could be inferred from his ensuing 
position statement; this is a means of protecting his own (positive) face want driven by his 
motivation not to be sanctioned by a significant (presumably female) part of the audience. 
Another case of face-consideration demonstrated by C in this spate of talk is aimed at the 
protection of his own, and of a third party´s, face. At the outset of his position he applies the 
predicate ´nice´ to the category of ´girl taken out for a date´, while immediately proposing that 
the same attribute cannot be applied to the category of a ´prostitute´. C´s disclaimer is used to 
preclude a possible inference, viz. that ´prostitutes are not nice girls´, as a result of the 
operation of the ´consistency rule´ (cf. Sacks 1992a). Finally, C´s euphemism ´massage 
parlor´ (line 18) instead of ´house of prostitution´ is an example of more favourable, albeit 
deceptive, nembership categorization of an institution. 

Establishment of C´s membership of the category of “listener” early in a call as a 
community-building resource may also be done implicitely via the use of a category-bound 
predicate “doing listening”, as is done in examples (4) and (5). The latter one is also an 
interesting case of a negotiation of M´s identity, in which M lists predicates constitutive of his 
own personality and sets up a jocular frame of interaction which is open to evaluation as 
positively polite.  
 
(4)  IHS IV 12 

005 C→((laugh)) good. .h you know I´ve listened to you for about fifteen years. and    
006 you´ve really opened my up my eyes, ... 
 

(5) IHS IV 6  
001 M .h e:h let us go to Virginia? in Broomall good morning Virginia. 
002 C good morning. is this Irv? 
003 M yes ma´am? I. it is me? I am wearing his clothes? // and. driving his car? and.    
004 sleeping with his wife.  
005 C              // ((laugh)) .h well Irv? I´ve   
006   → listened to you for years. and I was born in Wytchenoming? and went to  
 
  

3.2 Politeness aspects of the co-construction of the topic-relevant and topic-opinion 
categories  
 
Membership categorization pertaining to the topic-relevant and topic-opinion layers 
participants´ identities represents the bulk of category work in the corpus. The former involve 
memberships of relatively stable social categories from the MCDs ´political parties´, 
´occupation´, ´education´, ´psychological personality types´, etc. which callers orient to in 
order to legitimize their claim in the process of argumentation; this in turn rests in adopting a 
membership of the latter category, viz. of being ´for´ or ´against´ the issue under discussion. 
A good example of the case is ex ample (3) in which C, prior to stating his position on the 
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issue of legalization of houses of prostitution (i.e. prior to his adoption of an opinion-relevant 
category), claims his non-membership of the ´chauvinist´ category (I´m not trying to speak as 
a chauvinist, line 10), which he presumes to be inferred on the grounds of his forthcoming 
position (why not take that money and just go to one of these massage parlors?, line 18-19).  
 The most pervasive type of membership categorization in the corpus is political 
categorization, i.e. one which involves explicit or implicit use of membership categories from 
the MCD ´political parties´. It is only natural that this aspect of participants´ identity generates 
the bulk of category work, as it provides a stage upon which they enact their positions on the 
then current social, political, economic etc. issues, pertaining to, for example, federal, state 
and local government, tax policy, ethics, etc. More often than not a phone-in becomes an 
arena where controversy proliferates more than any other activity. How much controversy is 
incited is within M´s control; Irv Homer´s ´political identity´ is well-known, and is 
demonstrated by his implicit self-categorization via a consistent set of category bound 
features, such as showing irreverence for the political system, politicians and the government 
in general, for political institutions such as elections, for the bi-party political system, for 
traditional sentiments (patriotism), for the taxation system, for the practices of large 
corporations, etc. 

 
(6)  IHS II 4 

032 M have no sovereignty or guidelines. + .hh the multinationals. couldn´t care less    
033 whether or not there´s trade embargos or tariffs or not. .hh they make money    
034 on both sides. if they can´t get into a country? .hh they buy that country´s stock.   
035 .hh I guarantee you the CEO of Kodak. owns Fuji stock. + I guarantee you that.   
036 + and so .h the only poor shnooks. .h that are being victimized by this mess? .h    
037    → is you and me. the working guy. but the big boys? play in the international  
038 market. + they are not worried about tariffs? .h they invest in Fuji. they´ll invest   
039 in Mitsubishi. they´ll invest in Mercedes. .h they´ll invest in BMW. .h they´ll    
040 invest all around the world. .h the working guy in America. .h he can see one    
041 thing. .h we can´t get American products into Japan. .h if I got stock in Fuji. .h    
042 as an American investor. you think I care?  
 

(7) IHS III 10 
046 and everybody fell for it. // so what happened was .h the rich removed themselves 
047 C               // mhm. 
048 M →from being taxed? with their foundations? with their endowments? and the poor   
049 suckers like you and me. got nailed with a person income tax? with a private 
050 bank.  

 
 Rather than admitting a membership of a political category M uses other social 
categories to self-categorize; for example, he constructs for himself and the caller the category 
of ´working guy´, as in example (6), line 37, and a more expressive ´poor sucker´, example 
(7), line 48, from the MCD of ´social class´. Both explicit categorizations into social 
categories, reinforced with an expressed statement of a co-membership therein, are 
manifestations of solidarity, hence open to evaluation as being positively polite.  

   
3.3 Politeness aspects of the co-construction of  relational categories  

 
It has already been mentioned that participants co-construct also interpersonal space of 
interaction and index it via the terms of address (TA) system. The reciprocal use of first 
names (FN) replicates the basic (expected, acceptable, non-polite, politic; cf. Watts 2003) 
frame of interaction. It, however, may be manipulated with by participants who may choose 
from the TA resources localisable on the formality/informality scale and shift it in the 
direction of higher or lower intimacy/solidarity whereby they may be seen to demonstrate 
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shared or departing perceptions of interpersonal space; viz. a) that which is directed towards 
maintaining equilibrium of interpersonal relationships (and reproduce the appropriate, politic 
frame of the show), or b) that which attempts to reduce or increase interpersonal distance (and 
construct non-politic frame of interaction). In the former case participants render their 
behaviour for potential evaluation as either non-polite or polite, in the latter as impolite. 

Example (1) illustrates both tendency a): overlapping perception of interpersonal space 
is indexed by the reciprocal use of FNs (Phyllis – Irv) replicating thus the non-polite/politic 
format of the talk show, and tendency b): M´s shift toward greater intimacy manifested by the 
use of a TA (FN→En: good girl, line 5), which is coupled with the takeover of C´s self-
deprecative TA (you law breaker, line 20). A similar M´s shift towards greater intimacy is 
present also in example (3), lines 5, 7 (man → friend).  

The manipulability of social space is demonstrable on C´s rejection to reciprocate the 
politic framework of the show by adhering to the formal end of the intimacy-formality scale 
(TLN: Mr. Homer), which is open to the interpretation as overpolite, hence impolite within 
the given programme. Rather than insisting on the politic framework of participation M 
adjusts to this level and responds reciprocally (generic T: sir) whereby saving C´s (negative) 
face. Later, as the call proceeds and the perspectives on the issue are approximated, M not 
only reinstates the standard politic frame (Richard, line 29) but also further reduces the 
distance (my friend, line 67). 
 
(8)  IHS II 2 

001 M 3654100. is the contact number? we welcome Richard on the air of the Homer    
002 show hello Richard. 
003 C→ good afternoon. Mr. Homer. 
004 M→good afternoon sir. 
… 
029 M + now my my problem is this. Richard? and and no one has been able answer   … 
065 M well that boggles my mind and I thank you for calling.  
066 C me too. // thank you. 
067 M→              // take care my friend. 

 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The paper attempts to demonstrate that MC is a permanent and situationally conditioned 
activity conducted through the joint participation. Participants´ identities, which emerge over 
the course of evolving interaction, may be conveniently seen as resulting from category work 
proceeding on several ´layers´ of categorization. Being sequentially unfolded, these layers of 
categorial relevances include institutionally/programme-relevant, call-relevant, topic-relevant 
and topic-opinion categories; among these, sequential categories represent a ´unique´ layer of 
identity as they are directly linked to the ´infrastructural substratum´ of interaction and are 
relevant at every moment of its course. Membership categorization is shown to be closely tied 
with considerations pertaining to politeness issues. The call-relevant category of ´location´ 
represents a universally agreed-upon, non-negotiable identification minimum of each caller; 
being applicable to large groups of population, the face threatening potential of locational 
category is thus low, which is sufficient for the justification of its explicit use. On the other 
hand, as they bear a significantly higher face-threating potential, categories from the topic-
/opinion relevant layer tend to be invoked non-explicitely, viz. through their category-relevant 
predicates. Identity work, along with its repercussions upon the perceptions of politeness, thus 
forms a significant part of what is going on in the ´sociological showcase´ of this radio phone-
in programme. 
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Notes: 
1 This analysis draws on the data acquired from the corpus of Irv Homer Show which consists of 40 
transcripts of phone-ins broadcast on the WWDB radio station, USA, between 1995-2000. The host 
invites callers to phone-in their contributions to the discussion on the then current political, economic 
etc. issues. 
 
Abbreviations: 
AP Adjacency pair AP    C Caller   
CA Conversation Analysis    FN  First name  
LN Last name     M Moderator/Host 
MC Membership categorization   MCA Membership Categorization Analysis  
MCD Membership Categorization Device   TA  Term of address 
T Title       
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